
                                                          WRNS Pamphlet Proposal 2 

                                                          IS THIS WHAT WE WANT? 

                                                              Road to Paradise, that's California 

                                                 WELCOME to Paradise California, it ONCE WAS! 
 



                       
                           Sign seen in Paradise after the FIRE, don't run from California, fight for IT. 
 
   But rarely do we hear discussion of these damages in terms the general public can understand, and 
when economic damage is discussed it is seldom a front page item. And when wildfire economics are 
discussed, it is usually in terms of suppression costs and property damage, little else. Other costs, 
such as for the effects of fires on water supplies, wildlife, and Public health, are not reported. 
 
  “It’s difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary depends upon his not understanding 
of it.”  
 
A growing concern for Homeland Security, wildfires could be a tool terrorists might want to use, or 
just domestic citizens that have antisocial wishes. Either case, we shouldn’t allow their wishes to 
become reality. The scope of aviation in firefighting should go beyond suppression, but also into long 
term bio-management of forest communities. 
 
Response time is the real enemy, it is the one factor that we can control. This can only happen thru 
technology and having ground troops take a lesser role, just as discovered by the military with the 
transformation of Army to Army Air Corp to Air Force to Space Force as the most effective to way to win 
a war. Ground forces should be to maintain and cleanup after the battle is won from the air. Aerospace & 
computer tools will react to a harmful situation much faster than sole human decision makers and ground 
troops.    
 
            
         
         For more information see wrn.solutions.  There's an established resistance to bring the appropriate changes 
about. Unfortunately it will take many hours of volunteer work and money for this technology input. WrnS (Wildfire 
Research Network SOLUTIONS) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit Institution for PUBLIC BENIFIT thru science and education.       
 
              

https://wrn.solutions/

